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Programmable room thermostats

Controls are a simple way to maximise product efficiency and give you control over

your heating system.

For additional flexibility and energy savings, programmable room thermostats are

available which allow you to decide when heat and/or hot water is required.

*(When using the RC05 with Compact HE and Compact SE you
will also require the wired remote control interface.
Code: 409)

RC05 Programmable room thermostat and boiler control
Code: 405

For use with Linea-7, Compact SE* & Compact HE* it allows these boilers to be
sited anywhere in the home, e.g. in a loft space. The RC05 can be fitted in an
accessible location enabling direct control over the boiler.

The RC05 can also be used with the outside weather compensation control* to
further increase efficiency and comfort levels. (Code: 2359259)

Facilitates remote reset.

Alarm codes and services icons displayed.

Regulates hot water and heating temperature

3-modes of operation.

*See Vokèra Intelligent Controls for further information on the outside weather
compensation control.

External RF programmable room thermostat
Code: 411

This wireless programmable thermostat can be used with most Vokèra
combination boilers and is ideal for retro fitting or to eliminate the need for wires.

Provides simple controllability and enhanced comfort.

50m external range, 30m internal range.

Receiver can be fitted inside boiler.

7 day - 24 hour - 5 and 2 day programmes ensures complete control over
temperature and timings.

Contributes to energy savings as more precise instructions are transmitted than a
standard clock or programmer.
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Clocks and programmers

These plug in clocks and programmers allow basic control over the heating and/or

hot water requirements with the ability to set one time period only.

(*This clock can also be used with Mynute HE where an existing
control for the hot water tank is in operation)

Mynute HE 7 day digital programmer
Code: 514

This digital twin channel 7 day programmer for the Mynute HE suits all main
heating and hot water* needs.

Built-in ready made program to suit most customers needs.

7 day battery back up.

Backlit display.

Simple single button to adjust British Summer Time.

Allows for the heating and hot water* to be controlled independently of each
other.

Unica HE 24 hour mechanical clock
Code: 433

This simple 24hr mechanical clock for the Unica HE (and Mynute 24m in Eire only)
allows easy control over boiler heating and hot water.

Simple operation.

Continuous, timed and off mode.
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Also available is a range of Intelligent controls with functions that enable you to have complete control over your heating

and hot water timings. The installation and correct use of a Vokèra intelligent control can save up to 10% of a home’s energy usage.

See the Vokèra advanced energy saving controls leaflet for further information.

*When connected to a water cylinder.
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